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Including Dr. Dark’s anatomical research on the blood race, and the anatomical research on many
races…

Including his research and extraction of genetic specimens of ancient giant creatures in the world’s
major national seed banks.

Use high technology to restore these ancient giant creatures.

Previously, the Lab of the Gods was very concerned about the Doomsday Seed Bank in Kangaroo
Country, because the collection of ancient creatures in Kangaroo Country’s Doom Seed Bank was
relatively complete.

It is what the Gods Lab wants most!

Doctor Dark had already salivated.
But later because of Levi Garrison’s destruction, there was no success in winning the Doomsday Seed
Bank.

In fact, they were preparing for the production of Leviathan…

It can be seen how long the preparation time is.
Moreover, the development is also complicated, and the bloodline traits of the blood race and various
strange races are all used in it.

It was restored with the genes of ancient giant creatures.

It also incorporates a variety of advanced technologies and materials.

Just created the invincible Leviathan.

You can’t kill it at all.

Even if the scales on its body surface are knocked out, they have all the characteristics of blood and
race, and they can’t kill them at all.

Even Doctor Dark injected them with the genetic seed of Forbidden Land God No. 76…

More unkillable!

And the offense is strong enough to explode.

They contain too much energy and weapons.

The attack method is rich, and the destructive power is amazing.

After all, this is the proud work of Doctor Dark!

It also consumed all resources and created more than three thousand…

It really emptied the bottom of the laboratory of the gods.

“boom!!!”

Leviathan began to fight back, an unmatched shock wave erupted from his body.

They directly destroyed the temporarily formed positions.

“Retreat! Retreat quickly!”

Everyone already knows what level Leviathan is…

A hundred times stronger than the previous one!

Knowing that I am out of enemy!

Everyone retreated!

